Workplace Incident Reporting
There’s an old saying: “Bad News does
not Age Well”. All organizations rely
on the continual flow of accurate
information in support of appropriate
responses and timely decision-making.
This maxim is of particular significance
in the workplace, where the slightest
delay in incident reporting, illness
recording, or an incomplete assembly
of facts collected can and will affect the
outcome and considerably drive-up
associated costs.
Manufacturing operations exhibit characteristics which are unique from other industries:

•
•
•

Complex working environments with many skill-dependent functions
Continual job interaction with equipment, tools, and materials
Safety events have a direct, immediate impact on productivity

Compatica has been designed by industry experts to prevent the negative outcomes of delayed and
inaccurate Workplace Incident reporting, namely upwards-spiraling claims costs, opportunities for fraud,
avoidable legal actions, and needless delays in recognizing health issues. By implementing a point-ofoccurrence incident recording app in employees’ mobile devices, authorized users can record and
report a variety of events in real time, including incidents such as:

•
•
•
•
•

Injuries and Illnesses
Property and Third-Party Liability
Vehicular
For Record Only
Near Misses & Safety Observations
At Compatica we contend that “delays
equal dollars”, and that collecting and
transmitting information within the first
four hours post-incident is critical to
proper disposition and resolution. True,
not all incidents result in injuries or
claims, but successful organizations
establish mechanisms for transparent and
timely reporting of all exception events
as the single most significant measure to
reduce incidents, protect workforce
health, and limit severity.

Onsite Incident Recording
in the Palm of your Hand
Compatica places an intuitive, obvious-use app right
in the Supervisor’s smartphone and the Manager’s
tablet, facilitating on-the-spot, accurate, and
comprehensive Workplace Incident reporting, right at
the point-of-occurrence. Functionality includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediate text and email notifications
Complete event intake
Pictures and audio recordings
Safety Observations and Near-Misses
Recognize and Report Health Issues
E-Signed attestations & waivers
Incident Locations, Zones, and Equipment
Witness Statements
Referrals to approved clinics (for injuries)
Data required for FROI, OSHA, and all forms
Supports iOS and Android devices
Offline Operation - connection not required

Powerful Web-Based Incident Manager
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